Percutaneous Cryoablation of Renal Tumors: Initial Indian Experience
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Abstract

Objective The purpose of this study was to report short-term outcomes of cryoablation of early-stage renal tumors (T1a and T1b) at a tertiary hospital in India.

Methods This was a retrospective study of consecutive patients who underwent cryoablation for renal cell carcinoma (RCC) from November 2018 to June 2020. Cryoablation was performed under combined ultrasound and computed tomography guidance using a helium-argon cryoablation system. Tumor number, size, location, nephrometry score, relationship of the tumor with pelvicalyceal system, and adjacent organs were tabulated, and technical and clinical success evaluated. Early and late recurrence and complications were also assessed.

Results Eleven patients (median age: 62 years) with 11 tumors underwent cryoablation. The mean tumor size was 2.58 cm (range: 1.62–5.62 cm) with 10 lesions being T1a and one lesion T1b. Tissue sampling was done in 9/11 patients, 3 were papillary RCC and the rest, clear cell RCC. In two patients, the tumor was completely endophytic, three patients had partially endophytic tumors while 6 patients had exophytic lesions. The median nephrometry score was 6 (range: 4–11, Mode 4). Technical success was achieved in all patients. Complete response was achieved in 81% (9/11) of the patients at 1-month follow-up. Median follow-up period was 6 months. Two patients showed residual disease on follow-up imaging at 1 and 3 months, respectively.

Conclusion Cryoablation is a promising, relatively new minimally invasive therapy for treating small renal tumors in India. It is safe, technically feasible, and shows excellent short-term efficacy.
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Introduction

The annual incidence of renal cancer in India is around 1%. With advances in abdominal imaging, as well as its increased use for diagnosing other abdominal conditions, the number of incidentally detected renal cancers has increased. Partial nephrectomy is still the treatment of choice for early-stage renal cancers; however, local ablative therapies are gaining popularity as a means of conservative treatment for selected stage T1a and T1b tumors. Elderly patients not fit for surgery, or patients with compromised renal function, or those with only a solitary kidney are candidates for nephron sparing local ablative techniques. Local ablative techniques include chemical, thermal, and nonthermal methods. Thermal techniques are further classified into heat-based (radiofrequency ablation [RFA], microwave ablation, high-frequency ultrasound [US], laser ablation) and cold-based (cryoablation) techniques.

During cryoablation the targeted diseased tissue, with a surrounding margin of healthy parenchyma, is rapidly frozen in situ. This devitalized tissue is then allowed to slough over time, with healing by secondary granulation. Cryoablation has the lowest incomplete ablation rate (4.8%), lower complication rate (1.8%), and it promotes faster recovery and discharge from hospital among all other ablative techniques for renal tumors. Furthermore, a renal biopsy can be obtained in the same sitting prior to cryoablation.

Although partial nephrectomy provides better oncological outcomes in terms of overall survival, local recurrence, and metastatic disease for renal tumors, cryoablation has been associated with a lower complication rate, ease of procedure, and better renal function preservation. Because of this, cryoablation is preferred whenever it is imperative to preserve renal function, such as in solitary kidney, multiple synchronous renal cell carcinoma (RCC), von Hippel-Lindau disease, familial RCC, or those with limited renal function. While popular in the western countries, the use of cryoablation for renal tumors has not been reported in India. The purpose of this study was to report short-term outcomes of cryoablation of early-stage renal tumors (T1a and T1b) at a tertiary hospital in India.

Materials and Methods

This is a retrospective study of consecutive patients who underwent percutaneous cryoablation of renal tumors from November 2018 to June 2020 at our institution. The study was approved by our ethics committee and informed written consent was obtained for the ablation. All patients received formal consultations by urology prior to the procedure. Patients having early-stage renal tumor (defined as T1a and T1b) were included. Patients with a renal tumor of T2 or more, and those with distant metastasis were excluded. The diagnosis of RCC was based on multiphasic contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging. Tumor number, size, location, relationship of the tumor with the pelvicalyceal system, and the adjacent organs were noted and ablative procedure was planned accordingly. Nephrometry scores based on the R.E.N.A.L. criteria (radius, exophytic/endophytic, nearness to collecting system or sinus, anterior/posterior, location relative to polar lines) were recorded for all masses.

Percutaneous Cryoablation Procedure

Cryoablation was performed using US and CT guidance or only CT guidance. The commercially available cryoablation system, Endocare Corporation cryosurgery system (Irvine, California, United States) was used. Patient positioning was based on the tumor location on preprocedure CT. Tumors located in the anterior renal cortex were treated by a lateral approach keeping the patient in lateral oblique position. Posteriorly located tumors were approached keeping the patient in prone position. Additional techniques such as hydrodissection were utilized for tumors located close to the critical structures such as the bowel and diaphragm. A distance of <10 mm between the tumor and the critical structure was considered when deciding on the need for hydrodissection. This technique involved placing a 20G spinal/Chiba needle through a percutaneous approach under US/CT guidance along the outer margin of the renal mass and instilling sterile fluid (most commonly normal saline, or 5% dextrose) till satisfactory distance was achieved as documented by CT. The cryoablation procedure was performed subsequently.

The number of probes to be used was estimated based on the tumor size and geometry. A variable probe (V-probe cryoprobe, Endocare Corporation) with the shaft diameter of 2.4 mm and length of 15 cm was used in five cases. This probe allows creation of five different isotherms ranging in size from 1.5 to 5 cm by adjusting the slider. The length of the isotherm in an individual patient was decided based on the size of the lesion. In 6 patients a dedicated renal cryoprobe with shaft diameter of 1.7 mm and length 15 cm was used. These probes have fixed ice ball sizes with diameters of 32, 18, and 13 mm corresponding to isotherms of 0°C, −20°C, and −40°C. Two freeze-thaw cycles were performed with an initial freezing for 10 minutes, followed by thawing for 10 minutes and refreezing for 10 minutes and then passive thawing as per the recommended protocol. The ablation margin was extended 0.5 cm beyond the outermost boundary of the tumor. The ablation was considered adequate when the ice-ball covered the entire tumor along with 0.5 cm margin of the adjacent renal tissue.

Follow-Up

Biphasic contrast-enhanced CT/dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance or contrast-enhanced US were performed 1 month, 3 months, 6 months, and 1 year after ablation. The response evaluation was done using modified response evaluation criteria in solid tumors (mRECIST). In patients with residual or recurrent disease, a second line of treatment was planned after discussion with the referring physician.

Outcome Measurement

Technical success was defined as the ability to complete the ablative procedure as planned. Complete ablation was
defined as the lack of any residual tumor on follow-up imaging at 1 month. Residual tumor was defined as asymmetric enhancing soft tissue at 3 months’ follow-up imaging. Late local recurrence was defined as any enhancing soft tissue appreciated at subsequent imaging performed at 6 months or thereafter.

Results

Eleven patients with 11 RCCs underwent cryoablation during the study period. There were 8 men and 3 women. The median age was 62 years (range: 44–82 years, mean: 62.4 years). The demographic characteristics of the patients are enlisted in Table 1. All the patients had a single lesion in the kidney. Tissue sampling was obtained in 9 patients at the time of cryoablation. Three were papillary RCC and the rest, clear cell RCC. Two patients did not undergo biopsy due to high risk of bleeding. One patient had deranged coagulation profile due to chronic liver disease and the other patient had a very hypervascular tumor on imaging (suspected to be clear cell RCC). Ten patients (90.9%) were stage 1a (mean size: 2.58 cm, range: 1.62–3.14 cm) and one patient belonged to stage 1b (size 5.62 cm). The median nephrometry score was 6 (range: 4–11, Mode 4). Four patients (36.4%) had their tumor close to the pelvicalyceal system (within 4 mm). In two patients, the tumor was completely endophytic, three patients had partially endophytic tumors while 6 patients had exophytic lesions.

The most common indication for undergoing cryoablation was presence of medical comorbidities and old age which rendered them surgically unfit. Two patients, however, chose cryoablation over surgery as their preferred treatment modality. Deranged coagulation parameters in one patient precluded surgery. One patient had RCC in transplanted kidney while one patient had RCC in a solitary kidney following contralateral nephrectomy. Eight patients underwent cryoablation under local anesthesia, while three patients received conscious sedation using intravenous fentanyl and midazolam. Hydrodissection was performed in three patients during the procedure as the tumor was abutting adjacent bowel loops. Pyeloperfusion was not performed in any of our patients. In five patients, a single variable cryoprobe was used. Ablation was performed using two probes in five patients and three probes in one patient.

Outcomes

Technical success was seen in all patients. Median follow-up period in our study was 6 months (range: 3–12 months; mean: 6.2 months). Complete response based on mRECIST was achieved in 81% (9/11) of the patients at 1-month follow-up. Two patients showed residual disease on follow-up imaging at 1 and 3 months, respectively, both had tumors within 4 mm from the collecting system. One of these patients was retreated with second session cryoablation. Follow-up imaging at 3 months after the second session revealed no residual tumor in the ablated bed. However, at 6 months’ follow-up, a new enhancing mass appeared at a new site in the same kidney. This patient had
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Abbreviations: CA, cryoablation; CT, computed tomography; RCC, renal cell carcinoma.
undergone radical nephrectomy for contralateral RCC 10 years ago and partial nephrectomy in the ipsilateral kidney prior to undergoing two sessions of cryoablation. Histopathology of both lesions revealed clear cell RCC. The other patient who showed recurrence was lost to follow-up. No local tumor progression or death was observed during the follow-up period in other patients. Figs. 1–3 show representative cases.

**Fig. 1** A 57-year-old male with incidentally detected right renal mass. (A, B) Axial biphasic contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT) images show a 2.5-cm well-defined partially endophytic solid renal mass in the anterior renal cortex of the right kidney which is hypoenhancing on arterial phase (A) as well as venous phase (B). The hepatic flexure was in close proximity to the renal mass (black arrow). (C) The patient was positioned prone for cryoablation. The renal mass (white arrow) was in close relation to the ascending colon (black arrow). (D) Hydrodissection - 20G spinal needle was introduced under CT guidance and normal saline injected (white asterisk) displacing the ascending colon laterally (white arrowhead). (E) Cryoprobe was introduced under CT guidance with needle in situ (black arrow) and the lesion was ablated, forming a hypodense ice ball (black arrowhead). (F) Follow-up axial CECT at 1 month shows no enhancing lesion in the postop bed (white arrow). (G) Follow-up axial CECT at 6 months postablation - the ablated tumor has shrunken in size with no enhancing lesion (white arrow).

**Fig. 2** A 70 years old female with incidentally detected left renal mass. (A, B) Axial biphasic contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CECT) shows a 3-cm exophytic heterogeneously enhancing mass lesion arising from the lower pole of the left kidney (white arrow) distant from the pelvicalyceal system; however, in close proximity with the descending colon (white arrowhead). (C, D) Patient was positioned prone for cryoablation. A 20G spinal needle (black arrowhead) was used to instill normal saline (asterisk in D) to create hydrodissection between the tumor (white arrow) and the descending colon (white arrowhead). (E, F) Sagittal and coronal oblique sections showing two cryoprobes (black arrow) introduced from posterior approach and the lesion cryoablated using 10 minutes cycles of freeze-thaw-freeze. (G) Follow-up axial CECT at 1 month shows no enhancing lesion in the postop bed to suggest residual disease (arrow).
Complications
No complications were encountered during the cryoablation procedure or during the hospital stay. No delayed complications were seen on follow-up.

Discussion
The two most commonly used ablative treatments for small renal masses (SRMs) include RFA and cryoablation.\cite{11} The major limitation of heat-based thermal ablation, especially RFA, is heat sink effect and small ablative zone. Heat sink effect prevents delivery of the radiofrequency energy to the tumor located adjacent to a major vessel. There is additional risk of thermal injury to the adjacent structures such as the renal pelvis, ureter, bowel, and diaphragm. Although techniques exist to address these problems, these add to the complexity of the procedure.\cite{12,13}

Cryoablation utilizes the Joule-Thomson effect to create lethal temperatures at the probe tips, ranging from \(-20^\circ\text{C}\) to \(-40^\circ\text{C}\) resulting in coagulative necrosis. Two synergistic mechanisms lead to cell death at this temperature, the intracellular (slow freeze) and the extracellular (fast freeze) mechanism which cause formation of ice crystals and are directly cytotoxic, leading to cell dehydration and rupture.\cite{9} This temperature is achieved by passage of high pressure argon gas through the cryoprobes. The volume of lethal tissue generated depends on the duration of freezing, size and number of probes used, and number of freeze-thaw cycles. Thawing can be active using helium gas or it can be passive.\cite{14} When the frozen tissue is thawed, it leads to microvascular occlusion resulting in indirect ischemia and cellular injury.\cite{9} Woolley et al\cite{15} showed similar results with active and passive thawing. In our study we used passive thawing.

The ideal candidate for percutaneous cryoablation is tumor less than 3 cm in size, posterior in location, partially exophytic, and with increased perinephric fat when the ablation is performed in elderly patients with comorbidities who cannot tolerate partial nephrectomy.\cite{5,9} Lethal temperature of normal kidney cells is \(-20^\circ\text{C}\) and for malignant cells is \(-40^\circ\text{C}\). The cryoprobe itself reaches temperatures of up to \(-190^\circ\text{C}\) and the edge of the ice ball has a temperate of 0°C. Thus, the size of the ice ball is larger than the ablative zone. The \(-20^\circ\text{C}\) isotherm is 0.5 cm from the ice ball edge and \(-40^\circ\text{C}\) isotherm is 1 cm from the edge, thus a tumor ice ball margin of 0.5 to 1 cm should be the aim for adequate ablation.\cite{5,9}

The main advantage of cryoablation over RFA is real-time visualization of the ice ball. Sonography allows monitoring of the anterior ablative margin of the ice ball, but the posterior edge of the ablation zone is obscured by the acoustic shadowing. On CT, the ice ball appears as a hypodense area and the entire extent of the ice ball can be appreciated.\cite{9} Additional advantages include lack of a heat sink effect as well as simultaneous application of multiple probes, creating a synergistic formation of ice ball that is larger than the simple additive effect of each cryoprobe.\cite{16} However, a similar “freeze-sink” effect is associated with cryoablation, whereby the thermal energy is carried away by blood vessels adjacent to endophytic and central tumors. Therefore, it is recommended to place tips of multiple cryoprobes close together in a central lesion and farther apart in posterior and exophytic lesions.\cite{5} Cryoablation is associated with higher risk of bleeding complications as compared with RFA since the vessels are not cauterized.\cite{17} However, we
did not encounter any bleeding complication in any of our patients. The 2017 American Urological Association guidelines mention that both cryoablation and RFA have similar oncologic efficacy.18

Recent studies have demonstrated cryoablation as a safe and efficacious locoregional therapy for the treatment of “difficult-to-treat” renal lesions. Historically, percutaneous approach has been cited as a relative contraindication to treat anterior renal masses due to their proximity with the bowel.19 Bodily et al20 showed hydrodissection as a safe and efficacious technique to displace critical structures prior to introduction of cryoprobes for ablation, especially for anterior and lower pole renal masses. We successfully performed hydrodissection in three of our patients. Ileal loops required displacement in two of our patients (including one where ileal loop was abutting the transplanted kidney in the right iliac fossa) and colon in one patient. No injury was encountered during needle placement or fluid instillation.

Central lesions pose a challenge during ablative treatments due to increased rates of treatment failure and risk of injury to the collecting system.21 In our study, 2 out of 11 patients experienced recurrence during the follow-up period, both of which had tumors located within 4 mm from the collecting system. As compared with RFA, cryoablation is safer for treatment of centrally placed lesions near the collecting system and ureter since there is less risk of ureteral strictures and urinary leaks or fistula.22,23 None of the four patients with tumors located within 4 mm of the collecting system showed any urinary complications during the follow-up period.

Percutaneous ablative techniques offer a huge advantage over surgical approaches in naging the need for general anesthesia. Most investigators advocate and practice the use of local anesthesia or conscious sedation to avoid the risks and complications of general anesthesia.9 In addition, Al- laf et al24 showed that percutaneous cryoablation required less analgesia than RFA. We believe that cryoablation is a minimally invasive daycare procedure and hence minimal anesthesia should be administered if required.

Cryoablation is increasingly being used to treat tumors larger than 3 cm with favorable short-term efficacy. Atwell et al25 reviewed the safety, efficacy, and short-term outcomes of large solid renal tumors (mean size: 4.2 cm ± 1.1 cm) and found technical success in 38 out of 40 lesions. Follow-up imaging was available for 26 of the 40 patients and showed no local recurrence or tumor progression. In another case series of 37 patients with T1b lesions, technical success was achieved in 88.2% of the patients.26 After a mean follow-up period of 26.4 months, local recurrence was noted in 8 patients (23.5%). Our study included one T1b lesion with largest dimension of 5.6 cm which was ablated using three cryoprobes. Short-term follow-up at 3 months showed no local tumor recurrence. No intraoperative or postprocedure complications were encountered and the patient was safely discharged.

Cryoablation has higher chances of bleeding than RFA likely because of thermal coagulation of vessels in RFA leading to better hemostasis. A recent advancement in the cryoprobe was introduced wherein a heating element is incorporated in the distal shaft of the probe for thawing the ice ball and subsequent track ablation. This gives the advantage of the superior tumor ablation of cryoprobe as well as heat-based track ablation of RFA.27 However, a recent study comparing the bleeding complications in patients undergoing cryoablation with and without heat-based track ablation shows no significant difference in major, minor, and overall bleeding complications between the two.27

There are several limitations to our study. It is a single-arm, retrospective study and the sample size is small. Biopsy was not performed in all patients prior to the ablation procedure and a head-to-head comparison could not be made with nephron sparing surgery due to limited sample size.

In conclusion, cryoablation is a promising, relatively new minimally invasive modality for treating small renal tumors in India. It is safe, technically feasible, and shows excellent short-term efficacy. It allows treatment of SRMs with no or minimal need of anesthesia and can be performed on a daycare basis. However, documenting long-term oncological efficacy requires larger studies and randomized control trials to incorporate it as a standard ablative procedure in clinical practice.
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